Abstract-Detection and classification of radars based on pulses they transmit is an important application in electronic warfare systems. In this work, we propose a novel deep-learning based technique that automatically recognizes intra-pulse modulation types of radar signals. Re-assigned spectrogram of measured radar signal and detected outliers of its instantaneous phases filtered by a special function are used for training multiple convolutional neural networks. Automatically extracted features from the networks are fused to distinguish frequency and phase modulated signals. Simulation results show that the proposed FF-CNN (Feature Fusion based Convolutional Neural Network) technique outperforms the current state-of-the-art alternatives and is easily scalable among broad range of modulation types.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic intra-pulse modulation recognition plays a pivoted role in radar classification systems [1] . Various methods are proposed to classify different intra-pulse modulations. Most of these methods are based on two major phases feature extraction and classification. The classification phases do not vary much while methods are predominantly differentiated by their differences in the feature extraction phase.
Before the emergence of the convolutional neural network (CNN) solution, various signal processing methods are employed in feature extraction step for the differentiation between various intra-pulse modulation classes. In [2] - [4] , and [5] features are derived based on time-frequency analysis, and in [6] and [7] features are extracted through autocorrelation functions. Apart from these methods, principal component analysis is performed in [8] and entropy method is applied in [9] . For the classification phase, common machine learning methods are directly employed to classify extracted features. In [1] , artificial neural networks are employed. Support vector machines are used in [10] and [11] . Clustering techniques are used in [4] and [8] , and probabilistic graphical models are adopted in [7] .
The major weakness of aforementioned standard 2-phase techniques of feature extraction and classification, is that it is hard to extract features which facilitate classification. To overcome these weaknesses, a simple CNN based approach has been employed in [12] . In this method, feature extraction and classification are performed on a single network, yielding the highest performance and scalability reported to date. However, this method is mostly evaluated for frequency modulated signals and its classification performance on the some of the phase modulated pulses has not been investigated. Moreover, all previously done research focuses on low SNR levels up to -10 dB with the assumption that pulses are detected prior to the classification, which is not realistic considering it is far below the typical lowest SNR value for real-time pulse detection of EW receivers.
In this work, to overcome shortcomings of the previously mentioned techniques, we propose a feature fusion based convolutional neural network model (FF-CNN), that is capable of automatically performing feature extraction and classification of any type of frequency or phase modulated pulses. In the proposed technique, a previously detected radar pulse is first pre-processed to obtain a frequency and a phase related input. Then, the resultant data is input to a combined deep network structure composed of two CNNs followed by feature fusion layer that fuses the outputs of two independent CNNs. Such a feature fusion has been applied with significant success on other problems [13] - [16] . Finally, the class probabilities are observed at the output.
The details of pre-processing and proposed CNN model are covered in Chapter II. Simulation results are presented in Chapter III. The conclusions are drawn in chapter IV.
II. PROPOSED FF-CNN TECHNIQUE
Detected noisy radar pulse x(t) can be modelled as follows:
where a(t) denotes the pulse envelope, φ(t) denotes instantaneous signal phase and z(t) denotes zero mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise. Two different pre-processing procedures are applied before network in order to facilitate both frequency and phase modulation identification of x(t). This approach is different than traditional learning based methods with handcrafted features, since in FF-CNN these 2 automatically generated inputs are used in a network in an end-toend manner. In other words, feature learning and classification is performed automatically. First processing extracts TimeFrequency Images (TFIs) of the time-series complex signals which are good for differentiating frequency modulations. However, psuedo-random sequenced phase modulations have very similar TFIs. Thus, the second preprocessing is employed Fig. 1 . The proposed feature fusion based convolutional neural network (FF-CNN) model. First, two pre-processed inputs are subjected to feature extraction procedure through convolutional neural networks, then two network outputs are simultaneously combined and applied to fusion layers, and finally, softmax layer provides class probabilities.
that makes the discrimination of phase modulated signals easier. Below, the pre-processing technique and proposed deep network structure are detailed.
A. Pre-processing Stages
In the first stage of pre-processing Reassigned Short-Time Fourier Transform (RSTFT) [17] of x(t) is computed to generate high-resolution TFI of x(t) to emphasize frequency modulations. Let F x (t, w; z) denote the STFT of x(t), given as:
where z(t) is the windowing function controlling the desired time and frequency resolution of the resulting TFI. Then, RSTFT of the detected signal x(t) is computed as:
, and S x (t, w) are defined as:
with T z (t) = tz(t) and D z (t) = dz(t) dt . Fig. 2 illustrates the STFT (2a) and the RSTFT (2b) of a frequency modulated x(t) measured at 10 dB SNR. As demonstrated, the RSTFT provides a higher resolution TFI than STFT. However, since the high resolution TFI's are spatially sparse, they are downsampled to 128 × 256 by the nearest-neighbor interpolation method with a neglegible information loss [18] to train the FF-CNN on a standardized input size with decreased training duration.
In the second stage of pre-preprocessing, first the unwrapped instantaneous phase of the measured signal is convolved with n=1 order HG (Hermit Gaussian) as:
where β and σ are amplitude and time parameters, respec- tively. σ can be chosen so that effective time support of the h β,σ (t n ) is set to half of the minimum chip duration. β should be chosen as β = 2/
On the result of convolution, discontinuities in phase can be detected robustly by using Recursive Least Squares (RLS) technique.
Convolution of detected signals instantaneous phase with the function h β,σ (t n ) is equal to effectively smoothed derivation operation, and provides more apparent phase jumps, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Outliers of the convolved phase are detected by RLS method [19] and thereby phase shift points are determined, as illustrated in Figure 3b . This procedure does not provide any output for phase changes in frequency modulated signals and does not contribute to distinguishing frequency and phase modulated signals. Also, phase jump levels are discretized and vectorized, therefore the second preprocessing input is obtained to take place in classification of phase-shifted signals.
B. Convolutional Neural Network Model and Feature Fusion
Convolutional Neural Networks are widely used in image processing related problems for the automatic feature extraction and classification purposes. Input is convolved with a set of filters that of each is specialized for the detection of different local patterns. These convolution filter weights are updated during training phase so that they can detect local similarities in the image better. At the last layer of the CNN, class probabilities are given.
The proposed CNN model, as can be seen in Fig. 1 , has two inputs of reassigned TFI of the signal, which is obtained by preprocessing of the signal, and discretized phase difference vector, which is determined by and RLS adaptive filter, and gives the modulation types as output. Frequency modulated signals in time-frequency image form enables recognition through convolutional neural networks as they are in the image form. For the first pre-processed input, feature extraction process is performed in deep neural network of 3 convolutional layers, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In these layers, 8, 4 and 2 filters are used with the size of 5x5, 4x4 and 4x4, respectively. The filter sizes are selected so that the lowest local similarity of the TFIs can be learned by the CNN. The unusual pattern with decreasing filter numbers is explained in the last paragraph of this chapter. Max pooling of size 2x2 is performed with stride of 2x2 after each layer to reduce computation, thereby decreasing size.
1-dimensional 3 layered convolutional neural network is implemented as second feature extraction step using vectors obtained by second pre-processing. In these layers, 8, 4 and 2 filters are used with size of 5x1, 4x1 and 4x1, respectively. Max pooling of size 2x1 with stride of 2x1 is performed after each layer to reduce computation and decrease size. Lastly, feature fusion is applied to the output neurons of both CNNs, by combining the both networks last layers of 5 neurons and passing them through 2 dense layers where classification is performed. When the feature fusion layer is applied to the last layers of the CNNs, and training is performed as a single network instead of two separate classifiers, the resultant network model learns to tolerate errors and weak points of the individual pre-processing methods by adjusting the weights of the extracted features and manages to obtain highly accurate results.
Lastly, in CNNs it is a common approach to increase the number of channels while decreasing layer sizes progressively with the purpose of preventing information loss [20] . However, increasing number of channels also increases the required computation as well as the number of parameters needs to be learned. In the proposed technique, similar to sparsifying autoencoder structures [21] , both the size of layers and the number of channels are decreased to prevent excessive growth in the number of parameters and to ensure reduction in the size of layers progressively. As a result, a CNN structure that can successfully generalize over limited set of training data is obtained.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
To compare the performance of the proposed method with the existing alternatives and to analyze its generalization capability of it at different SNR levels, two different sets are investigated. Types of modulations used in these scenarios, which are generated based on [22] , are given in Table I . Proposed FF-CNN is implemented in Python using Tensorflow library. For each changing number of training samples, constant number of 100 validation and 500 test samples are used per class. In addition, for some of the classes, data gathered from field measurements are also included in the test set (%10-20 per class). Training is performed in batches of 128. All of these training, validation and test sets are chosen as mutually exclusive, in other words, network is tested on a set that it has not seen during training phase. Training is performed 3 times per scenario, and the weights giving best validation performance are used for the test samples to calculate the classification accuracy. Categorical cross-entropy is used as the loss function, and ADAM solver [23] is preferred for optimization, which combines the benefits of RMSProp and AdaGrad techniques.
In simulation scenarios, synthetic pulses with varying PW values from (2 − 25) µs are generated at 100 Mhz sampling rate at 5 and 10 dB SNR levels. Since the typical lowest SNR value for an EW system to detect a radar pulse in real-time is about 10 dB, the chosen values for SNR provide realistically challenging test cases. Pulses that has periodic frequency modulations (ramp, triangular and sinusoidal FM), are generated such that at least one period is present in x(t). Stepped modulations are generated with at least 0.4 µs chip duration. Number of frequency steps for Frank, P1 and P2 coded pulses are selected uniformly from {6, 7, 8}, and number of sub code in a code is selected uniformly from {36, 49, 67} for P3 and P4 coded pulses. Number of segments are chosen uniformly from {4, 5, 6} for T1 an T2 codes, and bandwidth of the intercepted signals are uniformly selected from (5, 10) Mhz for linear, ramp, triangular, sinusoidal FM, and T3-T4 coded pulses. The first set is used to compare proposed FF-CNN technique with currently highest performing alternatives ( [7] ACF-DGM, [12] TFI-CNN) to the best of our knowledge. This set is the same set as used in [12] , except our set also includes some additional phase modulations (QPSK, 8-PSK, 16-PSK). Convolution and averaging filter sizes used in TFI-CNN are optimized for the input size of 128 × 256 by crossvalidation for a fair comparison. Results are obtained by calculating classification accuracies for individual predictions and combined-10-predictions (denoted as "10 samp." in figures), with changing training set sizes per class. For combined-10-predictions case, predictions of 10 test samples per class is combined to make the final decision. Fig. 4 and Table II The second simulation scenario set with 23 classes is used to test the scalability of the proposed FF-CNN technique over large number of classes at different SNR levels. As Fig. 5 and Table III suggest, the proposed method is able to successfully classify 23 classes at 5 dB SNR without in a need of class specific classifier which makes this method feasible for any type of frequency/phase intra-pulse modulation including pseudorandom phase codes and radar-embedded communication [?] signal modulations. Table III illustrates time analysis of the method for 24-class scenario. The methods pre-processing is performed on CPU while network trainings and tests are performed on GPU. Models and specifications of the CPU and GPU are Intel i5 4460 with 4 cores of 3.4 GHz, and Nvidia GTX 970 with 1664 CUDA cores of 1050 MHz, respectively. After an offline training, FF-CNN technique requires about 42 ms for classification of a pulse, which makes it feasible for on-line processing in EW systems.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a feature fusion based convolutional neural network structure is proposed for automatic classification of frequency and phase modulation types in radar pulses using TFI of pulses and detected anomaly part on the instantaneous phase of the received signal. Simulation results show that the proposed FF-CNN technique outperforms the highest performing alternatives by a significant margin, and it is scalable over broad range of classes. The proposed FF-CNN structure can be trained by synthetic data, alleviating the difficulty of obtaining field data on rare modulation types. As a follow up of the encouraging results of this study, neural network structures that are capable of finding parameter values as well as class probabilities will be investigated in future works.
